Early diagnosis of acoustic neuroma (1989) after experience of 37 cases.
Although the diagnosis of acoustic neuroma as classically described is generally thought to be easy, this is not always true for this so-called "ear tumor" which is localized within the internal auditory meatus. Recently, remarkable progress has been made in the diagnostic instrumentation and operative techniques used to treat acoustic neuroma, emphasizing the need for early diagnosis so that treatment can take place earlier than before. Through early diagnosis, some cases of total resection of acoustic neuroma have recently become possible, with preservation of not only facial nerve function, but preservation of auditory function as well. In the present report, we outline the early diagnosis of acoustic neuroma by summarizing 37 cases of acoustic neuroma experienced at our institution. We discuss historical presentations, and laboratory tests used in diagnosis including pure tone audiometry, speech audiometry, auditory brainstem evoked response (ABR), vestibular caloric stimulation, and computed tomography (CT) enhanced by introduction of air into the posterior fossa. Two representative cases are also presented. It should be emphasized that no clinical test is 100% sensitive or specific, and attention must be paid to chronological discrepancies in the patient's presentation and "cookbook"-type approaches to evaluation should be avoided.